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The Foreign Exchange Committee (FXC) Chair provided opening remarks to the Committee, which met outside its normal schedule to discuss developments in the FX market related to Russia’s invasion of Ukraine.

1. Markets Discussion

The markets discussion covered several topics related to the market impacts of Russia-related sanctions and countermeasures as a result of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. The discussion primarily focused on the implications of bank sanctions, capital controls, divergence of onshore versus offshore exchange rates, FX settlement risk, and global dollar funding.

- Members highlighted possible operational and settlement issues arising from the division in the Russian banking sector, which is now split into sanctioned and non-sanctioned banks. This included a discussion of the operational challenges arising from the need for some to transition ruble-denominated nostro accounts at sanctioned banks to non-sanctioned banks. Some observed that Russian capital controls and SWIFT restrictions are affecting settlement and noted growing concerns and caution over their ability to make payments without violating Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) rules.

- Members also discussed the growing divergence between onshore and offshore ruble exchange rates as a result of sanctions. Several members questioned whether ruble fixings on the Moscow Exchange (MOEX) would continue to be viable going forward, given the market bifurcation and potential further degradation of liquidity. This was discussed in the context of standard non-deliverable forward (NDF) contracts, which currently use this fixing rate. Members discussed issues surrounding the possibility of adopting alternative fixing rates.

- Concerns over the settlement risk related to deliverable contracts and the possibility of conversion to NDFs were also discussed. Members highlighted the potential basis risk around moving these contracts to NDF and the importance of a viable fixing rate. Some raised the possibility for a multilateral solution, as opposed to addressing these issues on a bilateral basis.

- Separately, it was noted that a fixing rate has not been available for the Ukrainian Hryvnia since the invasion, and that EMTA fallback protocols will take effect after a benchmark rate is unavailable for 14 days.

- Lastly, members expressed thoughts on global dollar funding, noting that they expect pressure to continue beyond when sanctioned banks are removed from SWIFT. A FRBNY participant drew attention to the availability of the standing US dollar liquidity swap lines, which can help to alleviate short-term funding pressures should they arise.

The next FXC meeting is scheduled for April 6, 2022.